
Sino Clean Energy Lied in an 8-K to Conceal its Dongguan Fraud  
 
Yesterday, the NASDAQ halted trading in Sino Clean Energy (SCEI) until the company “fully 
satisfied NASDAQ's request for additional information.”  I applaud the NASDAQ’s decision and 
hope this is the beginning of the end of SCEI Chairman Baowen Ren’s massive fraud against both 
U.S. and Chinese investors that I exhaustively reported here, here, here, here, here, here and here 
(complete report) using the pseudonym “Alfred Little” from April to June 2011.  In today’s 
report I will show the reasons SCEI was halted and explain the latest egregious fraud 
perpetrated by SCEI’s Chairman Baowen Ren against his shareholders.   
 
On March 6th, 2012 I obtained evidence that creditors led by China CITIC Bank seized the 
Dongguan production facility of Sino Clean Energy (SCEI).  SCEI quickly tried to cover up the 
seizure by falsely stating in an 8-K (here) that its Dongguan facility was only shut down 
beginning last Friday: 
 

“On May 18, 2012, Sino Clean Energy Inc. (the “Company”) was notified by local court 
authorities that its Dongguan production facility was to be closed pending the outcome of 
an ongoing lawsuit filed against Yongchang Paper Industry Co. Ltd. (“Yongchang”), a 
neighboring business.” 

 
SCEI’s 8-K statement is false as the facts clearly show.  On March 6th 2012 I engaged an 
investigator from Hong Kong to visit SCEI’s Dongguan facility.  When he arrived in Dongguan he 
tracked down the location of SCEI’s subsidiary, Dongguan Clean Energy Water Coal Mixture 
Company (“Dongguan Clean Energy”).  My investigator immediately recognized the factory 
because it matched the photo on the Chinese version of SCEI’s website as well as photos from my 
previous reports taken by another investigator. 
 
Photo from the Chinese version of SCEI’s website (link here) of the factory office building: 
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Photo taken on March 6th by my investigator of the factory office building and gate: 
 

 
 
My investigator observed that the factory the gate was shut and there were no signs or sounds of 
any production activity or workers, other than a single older looking guard in the gatehouse.  The 
two brand new tanker trucks that my investigator photographed parked at the plant last year 
(see below) were now missing. 
 
Photo of tanker trucks parked at Dongguan Clean Energy last year 4/19/11: 
 

 



 
Photo of the idle Dongguan Clean Energy facility on 3/6/12: 
 

 
 
The main gate to the factory was shut.  My investigator approached the guard in the gatehouse 
and explained to him that he wanted to inquire about buying some coal water slurry fuel (CWSF) 
from Dongguan Clean Energy.  The guard explained that Dongguan Clean Energy’s CWSF facility 
had been closed for a month.  My investigator’s conversation with the guard went as follows: 
 

Investigator:  Hello, I am from a heating factory and I am interested in your products, do 
you know whom I can talk to about the business? 
 
Guard:  The factory is shut down and doesn’t produce anything now. 
 
Investigator:  What? When did it shut down and why? 
 
Guard:  The factory owes the bank money and the business is not good, so it shut down.  It 
was closed about one month ago and I am the only one here to watch the door. 
 
Investigator:  Oh, I see, but will you restart production later? 
 
Guard:  [Pointing to the court order] No, the factory is not going to produce anything, 
because it owes the bank money and is unable to pay it back.  If it tries to produce 
anything, it will get fined by the court.  The more production, the more fines.  
 
Investigator:  What about the productions lines, are they still in the factory?  
 



Guard: Yes, the production lines are still here.  As far as I know, the factory rented a small 
office nearby.  If someone wants to visit the factory or is interested in buying the facilities, 
then people from that small office will take them here to see the production lines.  If you 
are also interested in the production line, you can go to that office and ask people there. 
Investigator: Thanks 

 
Closed Gate next to the Gatehouse where my investigator interviewed the guard: 
 

 
 
Gatehouse where my investigator interviewed the guard: 
 

 
 



Posted on the front column of the gatehouse was a partially destroyed court order (pictured on 
the following page) announcing that Dongguan Clean Energy’s facility was seized in January 
2012 by the local court as a result of civil litigation commenced by the Dongguan branch of China 
CITIC Bank.  Dongguan Clean Energy is listed first as defendant, followed by Dongguan City 
Baojian Paper and Yongchang Paper.  The stamped court order seeks to freeze RMB 35.64 million 
(about $5.66 million) bank cash and/or assets of equal value owned by Dongguan Clean Energy 
and the other defendants. 
 
Photos of the torn three-page stamped and January 2012 dated court order appear below: 
 

 
 



 

 
 
My investigator returned to visit Dongguan Clean Energy again on April 25th 2012.  This time the 
guard was not present at the gatehouse but his motorcycle was parked next to the open side-
door of the facility.  The three-page seizure notice (shown above) as well as an additional notice 
of a labor dispute against Baojian Paper was posted to the front column of the gatehouse as 
shown below: 
 

 



 
Just like the previous visit, the factory was completely vacant, quiet and there was no sign of any 
tanker trucks. 
 
Finally, on May 13th 2012 I sent my investigator one last time to visit Dongguan Clean Energy.  
Again, he reported no activity at the factory.  Below is a snapshot from the visit: 
 

 
 
Based on the court order, the statement by the guard and the three visits by my 
investigator, I conclude that SCEI’s Dongguan facility has been shut down since January 
2012.  SCEI’s 8-K filed (here) on May 21st is clearly a false and late confession that its 
Dongguan facility was shut down by the court.  More importantly SCEI’s reported CWSF 
production and sales by its Dongguan facility in the first quarter 2012 must also be false.   
 

A Brief History of SCEI’s Fraud 
 
Beginning April 28th 2011, using the pseudonym “Alfred Little” I wrote and published a series of 
reports (linked at the beginning of this article) blowing the whistle on a massive fraud conducted 
by Sino Clean Energy (“SCEI”) on its U.S. and Chinese investors.  The key points from the reports 
can be briefly summarized as follows: 
 

1. Over 70 time-lapse surveillance videos shot from January to April 2011 showed SCEI’s 
three plants were only producing a tiny fraction of the coal water slurry fuel (“CWSF”) the 
company claimed in its SEC filings.  Electricity consumption records further confirmed the 
lack of any meaningful CWSF production at SCEI’s main plant. 

2. SCEI’s largest customer, Haizhong Heating, shuts down during the summer season (April 
to September), contrary to SCEI’s SEC filings. 

3. SCEI’s SEC filings conceal a Ponzi share scheme conducted by its Chairman Baowen Ren 
prior to its U.S. listing against approximately 1,300 Chinese investors defrauding them of 
over $20,000,000. 

4. SCEI’s tax records showed the company had only miniscule sales and no profits. 
 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120096/000114420412030797/v314072_8k.htm


Since the publication of my reports, SCEI has followed a predictable, though highly questionable 
course focused on concealing the company’s fraud, the key components of which can be 
summarized as follows: 
 

1. Authorized a one-year, $20 million share repurchase program (to date having only bought 
back about $800k worth of stock, despite SCEI stock trading around $1 and allegedly 
having close to $3 per share in cash). 

2. Audit committee chairman Joseph Levinson resigned after just three weeks on the job.   
3. SCEI Chairman Baowen Ren fabricated shipping records and production videos posted to 

SCEI’s website in a failed effort to refute my surveillance videos.  Investors realized Ren’s 
records were fake and SCEI stock continued falling. 

4. Hired Loeb & Loeb’s fraud allegation defending “CLEAR” team to file defamation suits 
against myself and others who exposed SCEI’s fraud and to defend SCEI against class 
action suits by its shareholders.  According to Loeb & Loeb’s website, CLEAR “works with 
China-based clients and intermediaries to provide aggressive, quality, and focused 
representation to deter or defend contested securities matters” (link here). 

5. Loeb & Loeb’s “CLEAR” team helped SCEI successfully address 56 legal and accounting 
related questions raised in an 8/9/11 comment letter from the SEC regarding SCEI 
historical SEC filings (link here).  

6. Audit committee member, Mr. Brock Silvers, resigned September 5th 2011, disclosing that 
he: 

a. “(i) repeatedly and strongly advocated that the Board establish a Special 
Committee to conduct an independent investigation of the allegations, and (ii) 
voted against each 10-Q presented to the Audit Committee. Upon the appointment 
of a new Audit Committee Chair on August 8, 2011 I urged that a Special 
Committee conduct an independent investigation of the allegations. At a Board 
meeting on August 19, 2011 I formally made another motion regarding the Special 
Committee and demanded an investigation and report to the Board concerning the 
public allegations… (link here)” 

7. SCEI’s board of directors ignored director Brock Silver’s recommendation for an 
independent investigation into my allegations and instead announced on 9/9/11 that 
company counsel Loeb & Loeb would perform an internal investigation overseen by the 
audit committee (link here).  Loeb & Loeb was thus entrusted to simultaneously try to 
silence SCEI’s critics through legal action and at the same time determine whether 
their fraud allegations had any merit.  Faced with these two opposing mandates, is 
it any surprise that, to date, Loeb & Loeb has not found any merit in my allegations? 

8. Thornhill Capital LLC verified SCEI’s cash balances, asset values, and reconciled SCEI’s 
SAT and SAIC records.   Thornhill’s verification of SCEI’s cash balances briefly resulted in 
the more than doubling of SCEI’s share price from $1.50 to $3.17 the first three days of 
March 2012, before the stock resumed its descent as SCEI’s fake earnings ironically failed 
to meet expectations as Baowen Ren chose to report disappointing results and a 
deteriorating balance sheet that slightly narrowed the gap between SCEI’s fabricated 
historical performance and reality. 

9. Announced the acquisition from Crown Energy of Foshan Nanhai Clean Energy Fuel Co., 
Ltd., a company that SCEI describes as one of the largest CWSF producers in China having 
1.2 million tons capacity, for an as yet undetermined amount of money.   SCEI also 
announced a possible investment in Thailand and most recently expressed the possibility 
of buying a coalmine.   
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Unfortunately for investors, SCEI’s repeated attempts to conceal its fraud through phony 
videos, documents, frivolous lawsuits, limited 3rd party verifications, buybacks and 
questionable acquisitions has only delayed the inevitable trading halt and delisting that 
now appears to be underway.  Thankfully, NASDAQ regulators have taken the first step to put 
an end to this farce. 
 
The conflicted legal team at Loeb & Loeb should do the same and either 1) Resign from the 
internal investigation, where they have failed to spot the fraud at SCEI, or else 2) Finally admit 
my allegations against SCEI were correct and recommend that SCEI’s Board drop the frivolous 
defamation lawsuit and reimburse my legal expenses.   
 
Meanwhile shareholders should demand that the Board finally commence an independent 
investigation overseen by independent legal counsel and a “Big 4” accounting firm into the 
fraudulent and illegal actions of Chairman Baowen Ren, who should be forced to resign. 
 
Unfortunately for all the thousands of U.S. and Chinese investors, Ren will probably never be 
forced to make amends or be punished beyond the revocation of his U.S. visa. 
 
Disclosure: I, Jon Carnes and any related entities, have no position in SCEI though in full 
disclosure I tried to short the stock repeatedly the past few weeks but I could not find any shares 
to borrow and the put options were too illiquid.  Congratulations to anyone who did short this 
fraud.  To the few of you unfortunately long SCEI, you bet on the service provided by Loeb & 
Loeb, Thornhill and Crystal Equity Research -- each paid handsomely by a swindler named 
Baowen Ren in order to perpetuate his fraud.  You knowingly gambled and lost on your bet that 
my reports last year were wrong.  A*L will continue its mission to expose the truth and the truth 
will continue to prevail. 


